
    Added Value
    Consumer Insights
 

“Africa is an exciting opportunity for business to harness new growth. But unlocking growth is not easy – it takes 
rigour, guts and creativity to win in Africa! Added Value is excited to be part of the talented team at the Cradle, 
providing holistic solutions to clients throughout Africa. We’re looking forward to making a real impact for brands & 
businesses on the continent.”

 Lynne Gordon
Managing Director 

 
Added Value is a strategic brand consultancy.  Combining world-class research with great brand thinking, Added 
Value provides marketing solutions that unlock brand & business growth for some of the world’s leading brands.  
Their offering includes solutions for brand innovation, positioning, portfolio, segmentation for growth, and 
cultural insight.  

www.added-value.com

    Burson-Marsteller
    Public Relations and Public Affairs

  
“The senior executives from each of the companies have spent many hours around the table together discussing 
and interrogating the model.  We are satisfied that the result is a unique and highly attractive offering to larger clients
that need strong integration of marketing disciplines, not just advertising disciplines”

Robyn de Villiers
Chief Executive Officer

 
Burson-Marsteller Africa is the pre-eminent African public relations network. Through our network of affiliates 
and Burson-Marsteller partner agencies, we span 53 of the 55 African countries and offer clients a tailored for 
Africa approach tested over 20+ years. It combines local agency insight and connectivity and market appropriate 
implementation with seamless project delivery driven out of South Africa, allowing us to be regionally relevant but 
locally sensitive and to maximise voice while using resources efficiently. Named African Consultancy of the Year in 
2009 by the prestigious Holmes Report, Burson-Marsteller Africa is the only network to have been a finalist in all five 
years of the award and to include three winners in its ranks.
 
www.burson-marsteller.com

Founding partners



    Barrows
      Shopper Marketing Services

 
“With Africa Rising & the vast territories & cultural nuances, as a collective the members of The Cradle share the view 
of an African proverb “If you want to go fast, go alone. If you want to go far, go together”.”

“As a strategically considered assembly of founding members of The Cradle, we have the depth, breadth of 
experience & insight to grow brands across the continent of Africa.”
 

Lucien d’Avice
Chief Executive Officer

 

Barrows provides a holistic range of shopper marketing services that enable clients to evolve their sales 
and marketing strategies into targeted and executable shopper marketing activities. Driven by insights and 
underpinned by methodical planning, Barrows nurtures collaboration, resulting in the design, engineering, 
testing, manufacturing   and implementation of best in class display solutions to assist brands “convert 
shoppers into buyers ”.
  
www.barrowsonline.com

 

     Group M
    Media Investment Management

“No Africa partnership in the advertising and marketing space would be complete without access to the latest media 
insights and data in each country. Our strength is our ability to provide The Cradle with media strategy, channel 
planning and buying across the continent. We are excited by the collaboration opportunities with The Cradle partners 
and have no doubt that together we will provide clients with a truly best of breed offering.”
 

Michelle Meyjes
Chief Executive Officer 

 
Group M is the world’s leading full-service media investment management operation. The company serves as 
parent company to media agencies including MediaCom, MEC, Mindshare and MAXUS. The focus of GroupM is 
the intelligent application of physical and intellectual scale to benefit trading, innovation, and new communication 
services, to bring competitive advantage to clients. 
www.groupm.com

 
    Smollen Group
    Point of Purchase Marketing

“The Cradle’s time has come – for the first time clients have a strategic marketing partnership that takes brands from 
conception to consumption.”
 

Le Beau Taljaard
Executive Director

 
Today, The Smollan Group is regarded as Africa’s pioneer in a diverse range of outsourced services to multiple 
channels, primarily within the FMCG industry. With an excess of 350 years of industry experience within the Group 
and sophisticated technologies to power our services, the Smollan Group has a legacy of providing exceptional 
execution at the most critical brand junction: the point of purchase. 
 
www.smollan.co.za



 

     The Jupiter Drawing Room & Partners (Africa)
     Integrated Communications

“A great deal of attention has been focused on how best to integrate advertising disciplines in the brand, design, 
traditional and digital spaces.  But, historically, different marketing disciplines have been bolted together or asked by 
clients to collaborate, with varying degrees of success.  Achieving synergy in the advertising disciplines is the first 
level of integration.  Achieving it in the marketing disciplines is the next. It’s a ‘higher form of integration’ ”
 

Graham Warsop
Founder and Chairman

 
The Jupiter Drawing Room is an integrated beyond the line advertising agency that started life on the African 
continent two decades ago. It has won global and local recognition for creativity and effectiveness, including being 
the first agency from Africa to be rated by Advertising Age as one of the Top 5 Creative Agencies in The World. In 
FinWeek’s 2010 AdReview, it was named South Africa’s joint Advertising Agency of the Decade. 
 
www.thejupiterdrawingroom.com

 
     TNS
     Custom Market Research
 

“With the need for deep insights to be the foundation of effective business decision making in Africa, particularly 
including the brand development and creative process, TNS is excited to provide the voice of the consumer in Africa 
as part of a group of best in class WPP professionals”

Kim MacIlwaine
Chief Executive Officer of Africa and Middle East

TNS is the global leader in custom market research, delivering precise insight-based plans to help clients grow. They 
are the custom research market leader in Africa Mediterranean and the Middle East (AMME) and have 23 fully owned 
offices, employing over 1300 people who enable research in virtually all of the countries in the region through 3 
million+ consumer and customer conversations a year.
 
www.tnsglobal.com


